UTR 7.326 – KVF Jubb Fellowship Trust Fund

Background

A. Pursuant to an Appeal which commenced in April 2013, the friends, family and colleagues of Prof Kenneth V.F. Jubb made donations to the University of $183,428.34 (Initial Capital) to establish, in perpetuity, the KVF Jubb Fellowship Trust Fund (Fund).

B. The purpose of the Fund is to “support visits to the Faculty by internationally eminent scholars and veterinary scientists. Visitors supported by this Fund will be KVF Jubb Fellows” (Purpose).

C. Emeritus Professor Kenneth Vincent Finlayson Jubb (20 July 1928 – 27 February 2013) was a distinguished veterinary pathologist who joined the University of Melbourne in 1963 as Chair of Veterinary Pathology. He was Dean of the Faculty from 1969 until his retirement, and was an Emeritus Professor from 1991. Professor Jubb gathered his knowledge of veterinary pathology into his “Pathology of Domestic Animal’s”, written with Peter Kennedy, and first published in 1963. Successive editions have remained the standard international reference on the subject and he also contributed to the 6th edition, including co-authoring the chapter on diseases of the pancreas. During his long career he was honoured in many ways, including Honorary Membership by the American College of Veterinary Pathologists, the Gilruth Prize by the Australian Veterinary Association, and a Medal of the Order of Australia. His work in veterinary education also included assisting in advanced training for veterinary scientists in Malaysia, Indonesia, China and the Philippines. He also advised on the establishment of universities and veterinary schools at the Universiti Pertanian Malaysia, and Murdoch University, Western Australia. Outside the University, Professor Jubb was a passionate supporter of Werribee and the City of Wyndham. He served on numerous local committees, including the Biotechnology Precinct, and served as a governor of the Ian Clunies Ross National Science foundation, and was a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Technology Sciences and Engineering. He was a Foundation Fellow of the Australian College of Veterinary Scientists, and was a member of the Zoological Parks and Gardens Board of Victoria for over 2 decades.

D. This University Trust Record is the means by which the University records –

(1) the trusts upon which the University holds trust property, including the Initial Capital; and

(2) the administrative arrangements for the implementation and ongoing performance of those trusts from time to time.

The trust terms and administrative arrangements governing the Gift are as follows
**Trust terms**

1. A perpetual trust was established for the Purpose on receipt by the University of the Initial Capital and the University is the trustee of that trust.

2. The University must invest and preserve the Initial Capital and any accumulations and additions to the Initial Capital and apply only the net income arising from the Fund to support the Purpose.

**Administrative arrangements**

In order to implement the trust terms, the University has determined that:

1. The Gift and any further donations received by the University are to be transferred to the University’s long-term investment common fund at the end of the quarter following receipt by the University, and remain there until Council otherwise directs.

2. The Dean of the Faculty of Veterinary and Agricultural Sciences or its successor is authorised to award the fellowship on behalf of the University.
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